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                               Abstract

    By inversion of baseline changes and horizontal displaceinents observed with GPS
(Global Positioning System) during 1990-1994, a possible blind-fault was recognized in

Kinki-Shikoku region, Southwest Japan. The fault is characterized by a reverse dip-slip
type (siip rate: O.7Å}O.2m/year, at a layer of 17-26 km deep) with a length of 208Å}5
km, a (down-dip) width of 9Å}2km, a dip-angle of l29Å}20, a bottom depth of 26 t 2km,

and a strike directioR of 40Å}2e. An additiopal inversion analysis of the base}ine changes

observed by the permanent GPS array from 18 January to 31 December 1995 also
indicated the activity of the blind-fattlt. Geological evidence of sub-faults close to the
southwestern portion of the assumed fault and two historical earthqtEakes (ML =7.0, 1789

aRd 6.4, 1955) which oceurred near the fault partially supports the existence of the
blind-fault in this region. The fact that almost no earthquakes (ML>2.0) occurred at

depth on the assumed fault plane suggests that the fault activity was mainiy aseismic.
Based on the parameters of the blind-fault estimated in this study, we calculated stress

changes in this region. As a result, it is found that shear stress concentrated and
increased by up to 2.1 bar!year at a depth of about 20 km around the epicentral area of
the 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake (ML=:7.2), and that the earthquake hypocenter
received a Coulomb failure stress of about 5.6 barfyear during l990-1994. The results
suggest that the 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake was possibly induced or triggered by
aseismic fault movement. The significant activity of the blind-fatElt before and after the

1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake might be transient, and rnay reflect the faul"like,
macroscopic, ductile deformation in the lower crust, The fault-like activity in the lower

crust may be responsible for the local stress concentration in this region.

1. Intreduetion

    The l995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake (ML "7.2) eccurred in the western
part of the Osaka-Kobe megalopolis, Southwest Japan oR January 17, 1995 (Figure
1). It caused 5,500 deaths and severe structural damage in the city of Kobe (e.g.,

Awata et al, 1996; Hashimoto et al., 1996). As a result of iRversion analyses of

coseismic horizontal disp}acements from GPS measurements, the earthquake fault
(bold-line iR Figure l) is characterized by a right-lateral strike slip (l.3Å}O,2m)

with a leRgth of 32.8Å}1.0kin, a width of l4.7Å}1.0krn, a dip aRgle of 84.30Å}1.00,

a depth of 14.7Å}O.5 km, and a stril<e direction of 48.80Å}l.Oe (Zhao aRd Takemoto,

l997). The earthquake fault geometry is consistent with fai}ure under the regional

stress field that dominates southwest Japan (ShioRo, 1977). 9istribution of
korizontal strain iR the area arouRd the earthquake epicenter (about 900km2),
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Fig. I. Map showing the GPS stations (circles), baselines (thiR solid-iines),
       the l995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake fault (bold-line), aRd the
       epicenters (stars) of the 1789 (}vlL :7.0) and 1955 (ML== 6.4) earth-
       quakes. Also shown are the epicenters (dot) of microearthquakes
       (ML>2,O) which occurred in the crust (<30kfn deep) during a
       January-31 December 1994, and the seismic stations (plus sign) in
       this region. The average horizoRtal (latitude and longitude) standard
       error in microearthqttake Iocations is Å} 2.0 l<m (Japan Meteorological
       Agency, 1996). The down-right inset is a sketch map of 3apan in

       which the rectangle denotes the study area.

estimated from geodetic measlirements over tke last 100 years, skows that the north-

south tensional styaiB was domiRant, aRd that the east-west compressiona} straiR
was smaller than tkat in the other areas (reL Geographical Sut'vey IRstitttte, l986).

Iio (2996), therefore, speculated that the normal stress on the Hyogo-ken Nanbu

earthquake fault was reduced by the increase of tensional stress in the north-south

direction that promoted the fault slip. Based on geological and geophysica} data,
KaRaori and Kawakami (1996) defiRed several microplates in Sottthwest Japan by

linking }arge-scale active faults, aRd suggested that the 1995 Hyogo-l<en Nanbu

earthquake ruptured the central portion of one of the tectonic boundaries. In brief,

the mechanism causing the intraplate earthquake is still unciear. GPS
measurements during 1990-1994 detected significant horizoRtal defoymation in the
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Kinki-Shikoku region. In this study, we coRduct an inversion analysis of the GPS

baseline cltanges and horizontal displacements observed during 1990-1994 and.
iRvestigate stress changes before the 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake in tkis

reglon.

2. GPS Measurernents during 199e-l994

    The data used in this study are from the GPS eampaign surveys of 1990-1994
in the Kinki-Shil<oku region deployed by Kochi University and Disaster Prevention
Research Institute of Kyoto University (Tabei et al., 1994; Date et al., i995; Nakano,

1996).

    In Maych 1990, the GPS survey started by using WM 102 receivers for about 5
days (Tabie 1). Daily observations were taken for 8 hours at a samp}iRg interval

of 60 seconds fyom satellites wieh an elevation angle >15 degrees. In JaRuary and

March 1994, GPS observatioRs were conducted with Asktech Z-12 receivers for
period of less than 3 days. Moreover, Asktech Z-12 receivers were permanently
installed at four stations (1, 2, 3 and 4 in Table 3) in April 1994 and since then, 24-

hour-data with a sampling iRterval of 30 seconds have been continttously recorded.

All data obeained during 1990rml994 were processed by the BerRese GPS software

version 3.4. Satellite orbit information derived from broadcast ephemerides was
used in processing the i990 observations, whereas precise ephemerides were used in

processing the 1994 observations. Station coo,rdinates were calculated by using L3

ionosphere-free linear combination of Li and L2 carrier-phases together with the

tropospheric zenith delay at each sÅíation every two hours. A weighted mean of the

daily solutions was taken as the campaign solutioR, and standard deviations of the

estimated coordinates in each campaign are defiRed as the square roots of the
diagonal components of the covariance matrix. For the continuotts measuremeBts
sinee October l994, the weighted monthly mean was taken as a campaigR solution
(Tabei et al., 1996).

    LiRear trends of 14 baseliRes are liseed in Tab}e 2. Relative accuracy for
observed baseliRe iength is estimated to be 10-7 and IO-8 foy the 1990 and 1994

           Table 1. GPS surveys in Kinki-Shikoku region during 1990-1994

Szlrvey Session leftgth number of Receiver
sesslons

March 6-10
1990
March 4n9
l991

January 4-5
l994

March 8-10
1994

AprilDecember
1994

8 hours

8 hours

6 hours

8 hours

Continuous

measurement

ii WM I02

VVM 102

Ashtech Zm12

Ashtech Z-12

Ashtech Z-"l2
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surveys, respectively. The average standard deviation for the baseline changes is
estimated to be Å}5.0 mm. As an example of length chaRges of baselines, Figure 2
shows the change on baseline No. 13 (ref. Table 2). From Figure 2 we see Åíhat

loRg-terrn linear treRd is dominant, althoagh annual variations with small ampli#udes

are also presented. Horizontal displacement components are listed in Table 3.
Figure 3 shows the horizontal station velocities with respect to the station 2 (Uji2)

with error ellipses (one standard deviatioR). The precisioB of vertical components

observed by the GPS surveys is about two or three times worse than that of the
horizoRtal, and tlius we did not use the vertical disp}acements in tkis study.

            Table 2. 0bserved and predicted baseJine changes (1990"1994)

Baseline

  No.

StatioRs Observed
(mmlyear)

Predictedi

(mmlyear)
1

2

3

 4
5

6

7

8

9

10

ll

12

13

14

a(mm)

il'111 -10.7
-16.8
-l9.9
-l2.2
 -3.8
  2.1
 -O.2
  8.1
  9.1
  2.9
 -3.3
  7.9
 -9.4
 -5.6
 -+5.0

-11.2
-16.7
-16.5
-14.2
 -4.3
 -3.1
  2.6
  2.8
  7.6
  3.3
 -3.2
 -O.8
 -9.0
 -7.8
 ww+5.7

a " average standard deviation;
iComputed using the fault parameters in Tac ble 4.

g•Fi

  o

-20
-40

-60

-80

-IOO

 2.

Baseline No. 13 (72 km)

.I
i]l

   1990 l991 l992 1993 1994 1995
Length change of baseline No. 13 (stations 4ff6, ref. Table 2) during

1990-1995 (GPS Åëampaign solutions are plotted with plus and minus
one standard deviation (from Tabei et al., 1996). Note that the base-

line changes sliown here were resolved with respect to station 6
(which was taken as a fixed point), therefore the plot actually shows

the motion of the station 4 relative to the station 6.
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Table 3. Observed and predicted horizontal displacements (l990--1994)

Station

 No.
Observed
W-E

(mmlyear) Predicted' (mm/year)

    S-N W-E S-N
Predicted

 W-E
2 (mmlyear)

      S-N
is (lked)

(Uji2)

(Shio)

(Muro)
(Kainan)

(Kochi)

(mm)

  10

  o
-10
-20
-11
 -6

.o

.o

.o

.o

.o

.o

 Å}3.5

 4.0
 o.o
-l.9
 7.0
 11.0

15.0

  10.1

 -1.4
 -7.3
-15.5
-10.4
 -3.7
     Å}5.2

 2.8
 O.5
 3.7
 9.4
 5.6
13.5

  8.4
 -l3
 -7.5
-18.0
-13.2
 -4.6
     dr5.3

 4.

 o.

 3.

11.

 7.

15.

ii

iFrom the inversion of observed baseline ehanges (computed using the fault parameters
ln Table 4) ; ZFrom the inversion of observed horizontal displacements (computed using

the fault parameters in Table 5); W-E = Wes"East; S-N " South-North; ff == average
standard deviation of horizontal disp}acement components; Station 2 (Uji2) was taken as

a fixed point in calculating the observed horizontal displacements.
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Fig. 3. HorizoRtal station velocities (site 2 fixed) dttring 1990- l994 with
   error ellipses (one standard deviation). Also shown are major geeio-
   gical faults (dash-dot lines), epicenters (stars) of earthquakes (MLI}l
   6.0), and the blind-fau!t found iR this study (bold-line, the lower mar-

   gin projected onto the ground surface). The broken liRe shows the
   fault segment of the l995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake.
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3. A BIind-fault Revealed by Inversion of Observed Baseline Changes and
   Horizontal Displacements

    We investigate fault activjty in this area by applying a Ron-ljnear inversioR
method (Zhao, 1995) to the observed baseline chaBges and horizontal disp}acements.

On the basis of the expressioRs given by Okada (1992) for the deformations

generated by a dislocation in an elastic half-space, BiRe parameters are adopted to
de}iReate a fau}t segment (Table 4):L is the length of the fault segment, W is the

fault width (down-dip),d is the (bottom) depth of the fault, S is the dip angle of

the fault, (2, {p) are the geographical coordiRates of the center (or source) of the

fau}t, Ui, and U2 are the strike- and dip-s}ip components, respectively, and a is the
azimuth (or strike direction) of the falilt (measured clockwise from the north). All

of the nine parameters are taken as unknowns in the computations. The inversion
computation is implemented by a designed search-program (Zhao, 1995). After
searching for active fault segments iR this region (about 300 Å~ 250 I<m2) , we detected

an active fault segment whick fits the observations reasonably we}l (Figures. 3 and

4A).

    The parameters of the fault inodel estimated from the inversien of observed

baseline changes and horizontal disp}acements are listed in Tables 4 and 5,
respectively. A disturbance analysis was performed to examine tke stability of

Tabie 4. The blind-fault model estimated from the inversiofi of ebserved baseline changes during

       1990-1994

Parameter  LW6d cr(km) (km) (") (km) (eNE)
Source point

Rrp
1 )x  (U .2

)
 a
(mm)

Initial

Final
180 10 140 14
208 9 129 26
Å}5 Å}2 Å}2 Å}2

53 134.00e 33.90e -1.0 -1.0
40 134.21e 33.890 -O.2 -O.7

Å}2 Å}5km Å}5km Å}O.2 tO.2 Å}5.7

Distur. I Initial

Final

160

210

59 l50

129

14

26

50

40
134
134

.10

.20

33
33

.70

.88
-o
-o

.1

.2
-o
-o

37

Å}5.9

Distur. H Initial

Final

190
206

10

8

120
129

20

26
45
40

134

134

.10

.21

33

33

.80

.89
-o
-o

.1

.2
-o
-o

..

58

Å}5.8
Note: Initial "= initial value; Final "= final value; Distur. == Disturbance; R = Longitude (E), go :

Latitude (N); aRd a" the standard error of the inversion calculatioR.

Table 5. The blind-fault model estimated from the inversioR oi observed horizontal displacemeRts

       during 1990-1994

Parameter  LW6 d cr(km) (km) (e) (km) (ONE)
Source point

R g) 3x 3:(  ff
(mm)

Initial

Final
180 10 140 24
202 6 123 26

Å}10 -+2 Å}2 -+3

50 134.10" 33.70e -1.0 -1.0
42 134.210 33.85 -O.3 -O.9
ir5 Å}5km rm+5km -+O.2 Å}O.3 ir5.3

Distur. I Initial

Final

210
195

27 llO

130

20
24

55

41

134

l34

.10

.22

33

33

.70

.84
-o
-o

.3

.2
-o
-o

.'

36

Å}6.1

Distur. u Initial

Final

200
213

37 120
127

26

24

50

40
l34
134

.10

.23

33

33

.70

.86
-o
-o

.7

.2
-o
-o

..

58

Å}6.8

Ref. Table 4 for Iegends.
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ehe inversion calculations. The inversion computations are rather stable and
converge rapldly (Figure 4B). The standard error (Å}5.7rnm) of the inversion
calculation for the baseline changes is close to that (Å}5.0 mm) of the observations.

This suggests that the inversion computation is statistically acceptable.
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(A) Observed (circle) and predicted (star) GPS baseline changes.

The error bars represent one standard error of the observed baseline
Åëhanges. The modelled GPS baseline chaRges (star) were computed
with the parameters (Table 4) of the active fault model. Note the

good fit between observations and predictions. The baseline numbers
are (also see Figure 1): l:i-2 (i.e., from point l to point 2), 2:1-3,

3:i-5, 4:i-4, 5:1-6, 6:2-3, 7:2-5, 8:2-4, 9:3--4, IO:3-5, ll:3--6, 12:4-5,
13:4-6, and 14:5-6. (B) The average RMS (root-mean-square) re-
sidual versus iterative number for ifiversioR computation of the base-
line changes (solid) and horizontal displacements (dashed), respec-
tively. (C) Profile (running 130eNE, perpeRdicular to the fault strike
direction) showing the active blind-fault at depth.
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    However, the standard deviation (Å}5.3mm) of the inversion calculation for
the horizoneal displacements (Tab}e 5) sigRificantly exceeds that (Å}3.5mm) of the

observations, suggesting that theye might be systematic errors in the horizontal
displacements. Likely error sources are: (l) Distortions were introduced when

asslimiBg that the station 2 was fixed. From the predicted horizontal displacerneRts

in Table 3, we know that the station 2 was moviRg northwestward witk a ve}ocity of

l.5 mmlyear. Tkus, a systematic bias of about 1.5mm exists iR the observed
displacements. (2) There might be some local defonnations, which might not be

interpreted by the active fault model.

    We coRsider that the first error source seems more likely, in view of the
differences betweeR the observations and prediÅëtions (Table 3). IR contrast, the

results from the inversion of base}iRe changes were not affected by the selection of
the reference (or fixed) point because the line length changes are independent of

coordinate systems (Zhao, 1995). Therefore, we tal<e the model from the inversion

of the baseline changes (Table 4) as representative of the active fault during

1990-1994 iR the study area. In addition, compariRg the results in Tab}es 4 and 5,

we know that the parameters of tke active fattlt model estimated respectively from

the baseliRe ,changes and horizontal displacemeRts are almost identical, implying

that tke iRversioR computatioRs are not very much affected by the small biases in

the observations.

    Moreover, results from an additional iRversion analysis of the baseline changes

observed by the nation-wide peymaRent GPS array during l8 January-31 December
1995 also revealed tke presence of the active fault (ref. Appendix for a detailed

analysis). The parameÅíers of the active fault model estimated from the 1995 GPS

data are also }isted in Table 6. 0verall, the parameters of the active fault model
estimated from different data sets are consisteRt in general (ref. Table 6), except

for a larger slip value (U2 == 1.6m) estimated from the 1995 data set and a
deviation of about 130 in the fault styike direction (cr). The baseliRe changes frorn

the perinaneRt GPS array were observed after the l995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu
earthquake. From Figttre 3, we see that the earthqual<e ruptured a segment
(broken line) near the northeastern eRd of the blind-fault (bold line). The

observations from the permaReRt GPS array over the period 18 January-31

       Table 6. Parameters of the active blind-fault estimated from different data sets

Pararneter
)

k ( W ti
(km) (e)

 cl

(km)
 cr
("NE)

Source point

 Long. Lati.
3x (U.2

)
 a
(MIII)

GPS data'
(1990-1994)

g02Å} 2 Å} 2Y- 23ww :Erm 134.21o

Å}5km
33.8go

Å}5km
z8I z8i

Å}5.7

GPS data2
(1990-1994)

g02Å} s Å} i1    -N2  - :Rww zErm 134.21o

Å}5km
33.sso

Å}5km
;8I z8I

Å}5.3
GPS data3
(1995)

g2i
.ww

g Å} i1    -3 + z3- z2- 134.3ge

 t4km
33.soo

Å}4 km
98 Å} sI .6

.3 Å}5.2
'From the inversioR of observed GPS baseline changes during 1990-1994; 2From the
inversion of observed horizontal displacements during 1990-l994; 3From the inversion of

baseline ckaRges observed by the nation-wide permanent GPS array during i8
January-31 December 1995 (ref. Appendix).
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December i995 might have recorded some deformations caused by poseseisrnic slip
following the Ilyogo-ken NaRbu earthqttake (ref. Kato et al., 1996). Thus the fault

parameters estimated from the inversion analysis of the 1995 observations have

been probably affected by the postseismic effect. Despite tlte uncertaiRty, the GPS

measurements duriRg i990-l994 and l995 a}1 suggest the existence of fault-like

movement in the study area.
    The possibie fattlt segment duying 1990m1994 was 208 Å}5km iong witk a
reverse dip-slip of O.7Å}O.2m within a layer of about 17m26 km deep (Figures. 3

and 4C), though it does Rot clearly correspond with any kRowR geologicai fault in

the region, buÅí is an uRknown (blind) fault-not previously identified by geological

investigations. Additional evidence frorn two historical earthquakes (ML :7.0,
l789; 6.4, 1955) and a series of faults strikiRg northeast close to the southwestern

portion of the assumed fault (see Figure 3; ref. Research Group for Active Fauits

in Japan, l980) suggests that the present activity could be the yeactivation of pre-

existing faults. The epicenters (stars) of tke 1789 ML=7.0 earthquake and the

1955 ML==6.4 earthqwake are shown in Figures 1 and 3. At least, the evidence

from the historical events, distyibutioR of sub-faults as well as continuous GPS

measurements over the period l8 JaRuary-31 December 1995 suggests that the
blind-fault folind iR this study can Rot be caused by. a data artefact or by systematic

errors from the GPS data.

4. Stress Change before the 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu Earthquake Indueed by
   Aseismic Movement of the Blind-fault

    Figure 5 shows depth distribution of M >2.0 microearthquakes (circle) which

M=7.2 Kobe
o
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  Fig. 5. Depth distribution of earthquakes (eircle; ML>2.0 aRd depth<30 km)
         which occurred during January-December 1994 within 40 km from the
         active fault trace. Also shown is the blind-fault (dashed-line
         rectangle) at depth (projected onto the profile running North-South
         direction; ref. Table 4 for the fault parameters). The bold-line
         rectangle represents the rupture plane of the i995 Hyogo-keR Nanbu
         earthqttake (Zhao and Takemoto, 1997).
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occurred during the period of JanuarymDecember 1994 within 40 km from the blind-
fault trace Gapan Meteorological Agency, 1996). Microearthquakes which occurred
outside this confined range (i.e., >40 km from the trace of the blind-fault) were not

plotted onto the depth profile (Figure 5) because they might correspond to other

mechanisms, rather than the activity oi the bliRd-fau}t. The average standard error

in inicroearthquake depths is estimated to be Å}2.5km. The microearShquakes
occuryed large}y within ehe upper crust (<20 km deep) and almost Ro earthquakes
occurred on the fault plane at depth (dashed-line rectangle). This suggests that

the fault activity was largely aseismic. In Figure l, epicenters (dots) of the

microearthquakes (depth <301<m, ML>2.0) during the period of Januarym
December l994 are also shown. The seismieity iR the Kinki-Shikol<u region before

the 1995 Hyogo-ken NaRbu earthquake was at a leve} of Rormal background activity
(Ando, 1995; Iio, 1996), which makes any attempt te establisk a relationship

between foereshocks and the main shock impossible. Nevertheless, it is plausible to

assume that the blind-fault movement might have induced stress changes in this

region. We evaluated stress ckanges in this area geRerated by the blind-fault
movement. The parameters of the b}ind-fault estimated from the inversion of
base}ine changes of 1990ml994 (Table 4) weye used in the computation. The shear
stress changes (Txy) at a depth of 20 km in the study area are plotted in Figure 6A.

It is found that tltere was significaRt skear stress coRcentratioR duriRg l990m1994

around the epiceRter of the 1995 earthquake at a layer of 20km depth, with the
maximttm shear stress cliange of about 2.1 bar/year (Figure 6A).

    We also compttted the change in the Coulomb failure fuRction (CCFF) at the

hypocenter of the 1995 Byogo-}<en Nanbu earthqual<e to assess whether the
earthquake rupture segment was loaded to favour a rupture. Tlte CCFF is defined
by (Harris and SimpsoR, 1992; Reasenberg and SiinpsoR, l992; Stein et al., 1994):

        CCFF =" ATs+Pt'AOn (1)
where Ars is the chaBge iR shear stress induced by movement of tke blind-fault and

resolved iR the fault slip directioR of tke 1995 Hyogo-l<eB Nanbu eat'thquake and at
the hypocentey, Aan is the change in normal stress (tension positive), and u' is the

apparent coefficient of friction containing the effects of pore pressttre. Under ehe

assumption tkat changes in fluid presstire were negligible, pt' can range betweeR O.O

and O.8 with lower and ltigher values approximate}y representing kigher and lower

fluid pressure cases, respectively. Positive val.ues of tke CCFF indieate that a fault

will be stressed to favour a rupture; negative valttes indicate paovement away from

failure.

    Figure 6B shows changes in the Cottlomb stress with depth at the epicenter of

the l995 Hyogo-keR Nanbu earthquake. The resultant Coulomb failure stress in the
seismogenic layer (<20km deep) is positive and increases from O.O to 5.6bar

with increasing depth from O te 15km, but decreases below 15km depth. The
hypocenter of the 1995 earthqual<e (at a depth of abot{t 15 km) has a CCFF valtte of

about 5.6 bar. If the Coulomb failure stress increased with time at this rate dttring

the 1990-1994 period, a fai}uye stress accumu}atioR of about 28.0bar would be
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   changed and so we illustrate the reslilts fer st'= O.5. A!sG note the
   maximum Coulomb failure stress at the hypocenter (about 15km
   deep).
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reached by 1995 at the hypocenter of the earthqual<e. Although this Coulomb
failure stress accumulatioR might not be sufficient to produce the ML == 7.2
earthquake, it could trigger the event if the earthqtia}<e fattlt was already near the

limit of failure. From Figtire 2, we see the linear treRd iR the baseline changes

during this period, which partially justifies the above iRference of the nearly }inear

increase in stress around the epicentral area during 1990m!994. Therefore, it
seems likely that the 1995 Hyogo-ken NaRbu earthquake was induced or triggered

by aseismic fault movemeRts.

5. Summairyanddiscussien

    Based on tlte GPS observations during 1990-1994, we investigated fault activity

in the KiR}<i-Shikoku region. Results from the inversion analysis of the horizontal

displacements and baseline changes revealed a high-angle reverse blind-fault in the
region (Figures 3 and 4C). Tlte existence of the fault segment is supported

partially by evidence from geological investigation of sub-faults close to the
southwestern portioR of tl>e assttmed fault and two earthquakes (ML=7.0 and 6.4)

which occurred in 1789 and 1955, respective}y (Figures 1 and 3). Additional

support for the present activity of the blind-fault comes from an inversion analysis

of the baseline cltanges observed by the natioR-wide permanent GPS array dtiring l8
JaRuary-31 Decernber 1995 (reL Table 8 and Figure 8 in Appendix). Furtker

stress aRalysis reveals that significant stress coRcentration occtirretl during
1990m1994 around Åíhe soilrce area of the 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake (Figure

6). The shear stress at depth probably acctmiulated with time at a nearly linear

rate in view of the linear treRd of the baseline changes during 1990m1994 (ref.
Figure 2), while the starting time of the stress build-lip is unl<nown. It appears

that there is a strong relatioRship between the site of the stress concentration and

the hypocenter of the 1995 E[yogo-ken NaRbu earthquake. The earthquake
hypocenter received a Coulomb failure stress up to 5.6 bar/year (Figure 6B), as

induced by the activity of the blind-fault. Therefore, thet'e is a possibility that the

1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu eartliqual<e was induced or triggered by aseismic movement
of the blind-fault.

    However, the deformation around the Shil<oku island was usually interpyeted as
the results of the plate interaction at the NaR}<ai trough (ref. Figure 7). Savage

and Thatcher (1992) iised a two-dimensional dislocation model to exp}ain the

vertical deformation in the regien, and Ozawa (l997) used a backslip model to

explaiR the horizontal deformation arolind the Shil<oku islaRd. These plate
interaction rnodels, thougl} can partially interpret the deformation observed oR the

Shikoku island, could not directly accotmt for the kete}"ogeneous deformation in the

KiRki-Shikoku regioR. The horizoRtal deformation observed in the Kinki-Shikoku

region indicates that there might be b}ock-motion between Chugoku, Shikoku, and
Kinki (see Figure 8 in Appendix). In addition, the 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu
earthquake is commonly believed to be an intraplate (crustai) earthquake, and the

sigRificant horizontal c}eformation observeCl before an(l after the earthquake in the
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alterRative way for aRa}yzing the intraplate deformatioR near a subduction zone.
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years before an intrap}ate earthquake. The slip of the blind-fault in magnitude
during the transient period may be comparable with the coseismic slip and afterslip

of an earthquake.

 , Figure 7 shows the fault planes and aftershocks of the 1946 Nankaido
                   'earthqual<e (ML == 8.2). Note that the southwestern portion of the blind-fault

(solid-line) is overlapped by the concentration zone of the aftershocks in the

eastem Shikoku. It seems that there is a relationship between the activity of the

blind-fault today and the aftershock activity in the 1950's. A plausib}e
interpretaSion may be that the l946 Nankaido earthquake induced aftershocks as

well as fault activity at the eastern Shikoku, and the gradual extension of the faulV

}ike motion iR the lower crust toward northeast resulted in stress localization and

accumulation arouRd the Rortheastern eRd of the blind-fault, which might ultimately

serve as a trigging mechanism for the 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake. Finally,

we noticed that this study has partially verified the triggeriBg mechanism of the
1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake suggested by Pollitz and Sacks (1997) .
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Appendix: Activity of the blin.d-fault revealed from the inversion analysis ef

          the 1995 GPS data

    Figure 8 shows the horizontal displacement (solid-arrows) observed by the

permanent GPS array during 18 January-31 December 1995 (called GRAPES). The
average accuracy of the horizontai displacement components is estimated to beÅ}2

mm/yr. Details of the GPS data processing have been diseussed by Miyazaki et al.
(1996), and therefore will not be yepeated here. We used this data set to examine

whether the activity of the fault was still present in 1995. Since the Tsukuba
station, N40ekm from the study area, was used as a (fixed) reference point in

computing the horizontal displacements during 1995, it is not clear whether this

reference point is suitable for deteymining the horizontal disp}acement field in

Kinki-Shikoku regioR. To avoid possible systematic biases which might be
introduced by an inadequate reference (coordinate) system, we choose eo use the

baseline changes in the subsequene inversion analysis, because the observed
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baseline changes are independent of any coordiRate system and therefore will Rot be
affected by the selection of a (fixed) refereRce point ilt the computation. A total of

27 baselines were ttsed in this study and their distribution is shown in Figure 9
(dashed lines). The observed baseline changes are listed in Table 7 and showR iR

Figure 10A (circles). The average accuraey of the baseline changes is estimated to

be lr5.0mm. By iRversion analysis of the baseline changes observed during l8
JaRuarynt31 December 1995, the blind-fault is also detected, and its parameters are

listed in Table 8. Figuye 10B shows the iterative process of ehe inversion
calculation. The standard deviatioR (Å}5.2mm) of the inversion computation is
close to that (Å}5.0 mm) of observations.

   The predicted baseline chaRges are listed in Table 7 and shown in Figure 10A
(stars). The horizontal displacemeRts predicted by this fault model is showR in
Figure 8 (dotted lines). From Figure 8, we can see that significant deviations exist

between the observed and predicted horizontal dlsplacement vectors at stations Al,

A2, A3, and All. It seems that there is a systematic rotation bias beeween the
predictions and obseyvations, e.g., for the vectors at stations A2, A6, AIO, aRd All.

In view of the re}atively good fit between the observed and predicted baseline
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Table 7. 0bserved and predicted baseline changes (18 January - 31 December 1995)

Baseline Stations Observed Predicted' Baseline Stations Observed Predictedi

No. (mm) (mm> No. (mm) (mm)
l A5--A4 -7.8 -2.7 l5 AIO-Al -ll.9 -10.2
2 A5-A3 -14.7 -5.4 16 AIO-A2 3.9 -5.2
3 A6-A4 -3.5 -5.6 17 All-A7 -4.9 -3.7
4 A6-A3 -ll.7 -9.3 18 A6-All -27.1 -29.7
5 A6-A7 -22.2 -20.5 19 A9-A7 4.3 4.2
6 A6-A2 -26.1 -25.0 20 A5-A7 -l7.2 -l5.0
7 A7-A2 -3.7 -3.4 21 A5-A6 3.6 -2.4
8 A7-A3 l.7 1.7 22 A5-A8 -11.6 -9.7
9 A8-A2 -4.2 -8.4 23 A6-A9 2.6 O.4

10 A8-A3 -3.0 O:2 24 A9-A4 3.8 1.1

ll A8--Al -11.2 -4.9 25 A8-A4 -5.2 -4.2
12 A8-All -8.2 -12.0 26 A8-•AIO 7.l 6.0
13 A9-Al -30.0 -25.7 27 A9-AIO -12.7 -11.1
14 A9-A2 -IO,l -l8.5

The average standard deviation is Å} 5.0 and Å} 5.2mm for observations and predictions,
respectively; iComputed using the fault parameters in Table 8.

Table 8. The blind-fault model estimated from the inversion of observed baseline changes (18

      January-31 December 1995)

parameter
)

k
(

 )Wka (

)
 ,91,

(o

 )k (k )e ( Source point

2q 3: 3:  a
(mm)

Initial

Final

200
216
Å}5

10

 4
Å}2

l20 l5 50
133 22 53
Å}3 +-3 Å}2

134.20e 33.85 -O.4 -O.6
134.39e 33.80e O.O -l.6
+nv4km Å}4km Å}O.1 Å}O.3 Å}5.2

Ref. Table 4 for legends.

changes (Table 7, Figure 10A), this possible systematic bias might exist in the

observed horizontal displacement field, and does not affect the baseline changes.
This might suggest that the refereRce (coordinate) system used in computing the

nationwide horizontal deformation field might not be suitable for determining the

local/regional deformation fieid. Despite this uncertainty, the inversion analysis of

the 1995 GPS data aiso indicates the activity of the bliRd-fault in this region.
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